
The Lost Lynx from the six floor  
 

Łazarski University is usually happy to see its lovely students, but not on the 

October 31: “At this day you better #stayhome” – as everybody says. The most amateur 

students who love to spend their full day at University: studying hard and scrolling 

through books, leaving university at 9pm, even THEY don’t have enough courage to appear 

on the Campus that day. Everything is because of one of the scariest story that every 

student heard about - “The Lost Lynx”… 
This story starts many years ago... The story is about a wild cat, which was Łazarski 

University’s mascot for the long time. It was the main figure on every celebration like 

the Easter, the Indian Day, the New Year’s Eve and many others… He could not imagine 

his life without participating in each of these events.  

Once, something bad happened in our city - everything got closed: restaurants, night 

clubs, boundaries and even the best and powerful University at that time - Łazarski 

should have to obey the law and shut its doors in front of his own students.  

After that, The Lynx “got lost”. It could not find anything that would heal its 

wounds of not being able to see students on campus anymore, take photos with them, 

dance, study and laugh together. The Lynx have changed completely. He hid in one of the 

closed rooms on the haunted six floor of sector F. The only people who sometimes see 

him sneaking through the halls to the dining room in order to steel tomorrow’s vegetable 

soup (he is vegetarian btw) are Mr. Tadeusz and Mr. Zdisław. After what they have seen 

during darkness nights , they know, that it’s no more a “Cute wild cat” that was hugging 

students through the study days, now it’s mentally unstable animal, who by the way still 

haven’t used its three free appointments with a psychologist consultant, that Łazarski 

University is offering for its students.  

The only treat that The Lost Lynx want – a student! Unfortunately, the October 31 

is the only day, when it leaves the Campus and starts searching for some boys&girls, in 

order to sink his fangs into the theirs necks and suck all the knowledge gained over the 

years… 

One student should be gone at that day and everyone knows it. So lock your doors, 

windows and have a small rest from studding on that day, because he smells when you are 

getting knowledge and of course #stayhome in order to survive and have opportunity to 

come back on your campus in the near future. 
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